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PRO FOOTBALL 
BY 

SH8PJ.1}VJ r'1URDOCK 

COPYPIGH'1' 1986 
MURDOClC .GNmS 

You are watching your favorite team on a ~unday afternoon 
and as usual the coach makes a call that anyone can see is 
completely stupid. You knO\v that if you ~;ere the coach tha t 
you could h~ve called the right play. Well now is your 
chance to prove it. PRO F00TBALL is nol you r average 
computer football game. The game provitjes you with a choice 
of 27 actual pro plays. The results of the plays that you 
call are compiled from scores of actual pro games played 
from 1983 through the present. For example, if you call a 
screeCl to the fu.llbC'_ck anJ the defense calls a blitz., ' tho 

. computer will read both files an0 calculate the results. If 
the play was intercept~d once in 20 times in the pros then 
it will be the same in the game. If it was incomplete 
against that defense 10 times out of 30 then the results 
will be the same here. If a pro team called the same plays 
that you call in a game then the average results will he the 
same. Since we are de~ling with averages you must remember 
tha t you have a n average t earn, not t he Bears. The outcome 0 f 
the game is dependant on your coaching and play calling. 
The're is no one to b lal]1e. b,~lt yo};~rself if you mak,e a bad 

, ' ell1l. Soon .you willfin~- ,~tn'?ct y,9~ , no' 16ri'tj·~·t cr i fi:jjsi'ze-~ro 
¢oqche~ nec}rly as much as you lfsed to. GoOd lu'€~ and b .ave 
fli'fl~ 
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Pro Football VERSION 1.0 

**************** 
COPYRIGHT NOTICR 
**************** 

This document and the software package ?ro Football strategy 
tha tit des cr ibes are COPYRIGHTED 1986 by Sherman I:lurdock: . 
ALL RIGFITS ARE: RESERVZD. Except for personal backup copi es, 
no portion of this documentation or of the software itself 
m2l_y be copied in any form ~vithout the written permission of 
the author. Software piracy is not only illegal but also 
discourages programmers and producers from releasing new 
titles. Selling or giving away copies of this pr'oduct could 
result in fines and or civil action. Each copy is encoded 
with an 1.0. number registered in your name. 

This software is sold on an as is basis and is covered only 
by any warranty given by the supplier. 

, ADAM is Copyright 1983 COIACO Ind. 

OPERA'I'HIG InSTRUCTIONS 
Ins ert the Pro Football oS tra tegy media into Disk/Tape D ri ve 
# 1 and pull the computer reset switch. After the program is 
loaded you will get the game option screen. 
I Hur1AN VS Hll~'lAl\T 

2 HUMAN VS COMPUTBR 
3 crn1PUTER VS COMPUTER 
Use your left joystick to sel~ct one of the options. You 
will then see the following. 
1 SHORT GN1F. - 1 HOUR 
2 LONG GAIlE - HHO KNOWS 
Selecting option # 1 will start a game that will take 
between 45 minutes to I hour. The second option will 
simulate an actual game and the time will depend on the 
types of plays entered. 
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From there you will go to the coin flip. ~he call is made by 
the blue team since he is the visitor. If the blue team is a 
human then he will use the right joystick. If the computer 
is your opponent then he will make the call Itlithout your 
help. 

The winner of the toss receives the kick . The ball will be 
kicked from the 35 yard line going right to left. ~hc 
receiver will run from left to right. T\WTICE THAT 'rHp. 
OFFENSE AI.MAYS t10VES FROM LEFT TO RIGHT. The of fens e will 
allways be lined up to the left of the ball. I f there is a 
turnover then the field will be reversed so that the offense 
will be to the left of the ball. 

Once the kickoff is complete and the return is made, you 
will be taken to the OFFENSIVE PLAY SELECTION screen. To the 
left of the screen you will find 9 passing plays. To the 
right you will find 9 running plays. The passing plays are 
listed as follO'!ls • . *+number=play. To insert a passing play 
you press the * on the keypad, ·wait for the INPUT NUMBER 
NOH prompt and then input the number of the pass play _that 
you have selected. Runnin~ plays are listed, #+number=~lay. 
To select a running play, press the # sign · and wait for the 
InpUT HUMBER NOH prompt and then input the number of the 
play that you have selected.
If you are not sure which play to select then you can press 
the 0 key and ADAM will select a play for you. 

Pressing the * and then the # will cause the computer to 
attempt a field goal. If the attempt is not good then the 
ball will return to the line of scrimmage and control will 
convert to your opponent. 

Pressing the ¢t and the * lvill cause the computer to punt the 
ball. The defense gets no selection when you enter either a 
punt or a field goal. You should not allow the computer to 
select a play for you if it is fou rt 11 dOlvn. He wi 11 often 
gamble on short yardage. He will not attempt long field 
goals no matter what the score so you should make the 
important decisions yourself. 
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Once the offensive playe.r has made his decision, it will 
bring up the DEFENSIVE PLAY EiELJ<:CTIOn menu. ~{ou wi 11 be 
offerert 9 defenses + the computer option. If you are playing 
against the computer then his screens will flash by as hl~ 

doesn't need much time to decide. You need only enter the 
number of the defense that you have chos':!n. 

The menus will always tell you which player is picking. The 
left joysticJe is for the RED team. The left is for the BLUE 
team or the computer if you are playing alone. The RBD team 
is the Hm1E team on the scoreboard. 
Once the plays have been Sf~lected, the disk will spin as the 
computer reads the data. The data is a compilation of actual 
yards and results from actual pro games. The computer Hill 
compare the offensive play with the defensive play and make 
a decision on the result of the play. THE DISK MUST REMAIN 
ItT THE DRIVE AT ALL 'rH1ES. 

Once the result of the play has been determined, the field 
and scoreboard will be displayed. The ball will appear on 
the line of scrirnmage. The tloJO whit.e markers ~"ill mark the 
original line of scrimmage and the yardage needed for a 
first down. The black marker will represertt the present 
possition of the ball. ,Once the \..,histle sounds, the ball 
will. move in the appropriate direction. When the whistle 
sounds again, the play is over. 

The scoreboard is the key to keeping up with all that is 
going on. It displays the scores of both teams as well as 
all of the vital statistics. 
It will display the quarter that you are in. You shoul(1 keep 
in mind that at the end of the half, you will lose control 
of the ball and the loser of the toss will receive at the 
beginning of the ::;econd half. 
The time will be ("1isplayed. The time s11o;."n reflects the time 
left in the (}Uilrter. 7here are 4 quarters to a game. In the 
short game the clock should be l"latched closely as time 
flies. 
The down is displayed. There are 4 downs before you lose 
control. If you gain 10 yards before 4 ~o~ns are used then 
the count return to 1. . 
The ya rds togo are tl isplayed. This number represents th e 
yards necessary to get a first down. 
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The most important feature of the scoreboard is the message 
text at the bot. tom 0 £ th(~ screen. AT TnE BEG1 NNING OF El>,Cfl 
PLAY, THE RESULT OF THE PLAY {VILL BE DISP.Ll\YED. In other 
\-Iorus, If there is a fumble on the play then it will say so 
at the bottom of the screen. Fumbles, 
interceptions,touchdowns,PA'T'Os,incompletions etc. will all 
be displayed. The yardaqe lvill not be displayed so you l,dll 
have to watch the ball to see how much yardage was gained or 
lost. Since you are the coach and not the player you will 
soon find out how frustrating it is to watch from the 
sideline and make the decisions. 

HINTS 

The strong side is the right side of the offense. The weak 
s ide is the left. The strong side has one more blocker and 
receiver than the weak side. After both sides have chosen a 
play, the computer wi 11 tell both of you wha. t the other has 
chosen. You should be able to tell what the probable result 
of the play wi 11 be. I f you run or throlv to the weak side 
and the defense double covers the strong side then the 
chances are good-for a completion. 

I f the defender double covers the receivers, then a run up 
the middle will be effective. 
You should not become predictable as there is a defense for 
every offense and vise versa. 
On defense, the blitze is an excellent play but if it is 
beaten then it can be a disaster. If your opponent blitzes 
often, then you can run a draw or a fold to burn him for big 
gains. 
If your opponent has a third or fourth and long situation 
then you should try the NICKLE PREVENT defense. This will 
not allow him to gain big yardage. 

11emorize the plays by reading the description that is given 
after the plays are entered. Gamble on first down. Do what 
your favorite coach would do. You '.vill find that they Cqn te 
mastered if you take time to analyze the results of one play 
against another. 

The next section gives you'a short description of the plays 
and gives some .tips about them. 
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PoRO FOOTBALL STRA'rEGY PLAYBOOK FOR OFFENSE · 

PASS 83-X HOOK 

The quarterback drops into the pocket and fakes to the 
right. The left wide receiver goes out 10 yards and hoo];:s 
back 2 yards. The ball meets the receiver as he turns. This 
is a good play to run if your opponent blitzes or if you 
only need a few yards. 

PASS 84-Z SQUARE OUT 

The quarterback drops into the pocket and waits. The right 
wide receiver goes out 5 yards and cuts sharply to the 
sideline. The ball is supposed to meet him at the sideline. 
This play is designed to get a few quick yards. 
PASS 50 QUICK OUT 

The left receiver goes out 3 yards and cuts left. The 
quarterback throws as ,soon as he takes the snap. This is 
supposed to catch the defense by surprise. It is up to the 
receoiver to run for additional yardage. 
PASS X SCREEN LEFT 

The quarterback fakes a handoff to the fullback and all 
receivers go deep except for the left wide receiver. The 
left guard and tackle pull in front of the receiver and the 
QB lobs the ball to him. This play can break for big yards 
if the defense is caught in the rush. 

PASS MIDDLE FLOOD 

The quarterback rolls out to the left and fakes to the left 
recei ver who is far downf ield. The halfback , tight end and 
right wide receiver all go out 10 to 15 yards and flood the 
middle of the field. The OR throws to whomever is open. 
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PASS FULLBACK SC.REEN RIGHrp 

rrhe entire offensive line allah'S the defense to pass them 
and then they block for the fullback on the right side as 
the OB lobs the ball to him. If the OB is not killed then 
this can be a big play. If the blitz is on then this can be 
dangerous 

PASS HALFBACK OPTION RIGHT 

The quarterback drops back and hands to the halfback. The 
halfback and the line roll to the right and fake a sHeep. 
The right receiver runs downfield and tries to get open. If 
he succeeds then the ha Ifback wi 11 throw to him. I f he is 
covered then the halfba.ck will tuck the ball away and run. 
This play is a boom or bust play and should be used as a 
supprise play. 

PASS 24 B DELAY 

The quarterback rolls right and fakes the handoff to the 
halfback. The receivers all go deep and the halfback clears 
the line and cuts riyht. The quarterback throws to him 5 to 
10' yards deep. 
PASS 50 Z PO,ST 

The right wide receiver runs as fast as he can towards the 
goalpost. The aB throws it as hard as he can. This is the 
BOMB. Nothing more or less. No fakes or fancy footwork. 

RUN 45 GIVE 

This is a classic run off the left side of the line between 
the left guard and tackle. Good play for first down to 
establish the running game. 

RUN 42 DIVE 

rrhe linemen submarine the defense and the halfback takes the 
ball and dives over the top. Good play for short yardage. 

http:halfba.ck
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RUN 28 SWEEP RIGHT 

This is the student body right play is which all personel go 
to the right. The fullback carries the ball and tries to 
find a hole to run through. 

RUN 29 PITCH LEFT 

The offensive line and all receivers block dmmfield as the 
OB pitches out to the halfback. The halfback runs to the 
left looking for daylight. 

RUN 34 DRAW . 

The receivers run wide to draw the defender away from the 
middle. The halfback wai ts for the QB to drop hacl\: and take> 
the ball up the middle as the QI3 continues to act as though 
he has the ball. If all goes well then the defense will run 
by the ball carrier on their way to the QB. Big play 
potential here. 

RUN 24 TRAP 
Cruel running play in which the line blocks the defenders 
from the side to put them off balance. ~le runner takes the 
handoff and runs between the guard and tackle slicing to the 
right. 

Run 26 POWER RIGHr 

The right guard pulls to the right and the fullback follows 
him and the tight end around the right end. 

RUN 20 FOLD 

The QB hands to the fullback as he s lashes to the left. This 
play is effective against the blitz. 

RUN Y REVERSE L .}<::;FT 

Everyone On the right goes to the left and everyone on the 
left goes to the right. Somewhere in all of this the tight 
enn comes out with the ball and runs around the left end. 
The blitz will kill this play but it works well against 
other defenses. 
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DEFENSIVE PLAYS 

OVER KEY STRONG . ZONE 

Thi splay features a s t.andard 4 111an rush VI i th extra 

1 inebackerl3 sent to the strong side 0 f the of fens e. Remer.l}.)Et" 

that the strong side is the offenses right side. The middle 

suffers some from the loss of a defensive back in the 

middle. 


43 'r\VIST S'rRONG ZONE 

This play features the same zone coverage as the play above 

wi thone exception. '1'he lineman cross each others path as 

they Tt'lIS'r to confuse the 0 ffensive lineman. This makes run 

blocking difficult while it does give the OB more time to 

throw the ball. 


34 PLUG ('lEAl, zo~m 

Same playas OVER KEY sr1'ROJJG ZONE except that the,t'lEAl< side 
is overloaded with coverage. Thes~ types of plays are the 

types that either payoff with a big play for you or for 
your opponent. I f he thrm'ls to the left whi Ie you run th is 
play then you have a good chance for an interception. On the 
other hand if he goes the other way then he stands to gain 
big yards. 

43 HAXHWH BLITZ 

Otherwise known as "KILL orr-IE QUARTERBACK" , this play is the 
biggest gamble of them all. You send 8 very large men after 
the OB. This means of course that you have only 3 men to 
cover the recei vers. But:. if you are lucky , you will sack 
the 08 for a big loss. This play is also prefered for 3rd or 
4th down if the offense only needs lor 2 yards for a first 
down. That is if you think that he will only try for a few 
yards and not gamble for a big play. 
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43 SAN {ELL BLITZ 

Same as Max except that you only rush 7 men. This leaves you 
\oJ i th an ex tra bacJ~ to cover the pas s . 

. I 

Standard zone coverage of the pass except that the linemen 
rush the OB from around the ends. This does leave a hole to 
run through up the middle but it prevents sweeps a round the 
ends • . 

34 NICKLE P REVEN'r 
3 Linemen, 3 linebackers and 5 defensive backs. This is 
supposed to prevent the offense from gaining big yards. It 
will consistantly give up short runs and short passes but 
should not give up the long ball. Use it if you have the 
lead and time is running out. 

UNDEH KEY DOUB.LE WID.E 

This play stacks the line with linebackers and sends 4 
defensive backs to cover the wide receivers. The middle is 
left open to a <-Jump pass so it is somewhat of a gamble. It 
will however stop the run up the middle and the short pass 
to the outside. 

43 1< EY t1i\.1J ~r0 MAN 

This play features 4 defensive backs with the rest of the 
players stacked on the line. It is a good basic run defense 
but is .vulnerable to the pass since the receivers are single 
covered. This should be one of the most used plays in your 
playbook. I t lea ves no one player completely open but is not 
overly strong in any area. It is just a basic defense. 

Field Goal - Remember that when you have to decide whether 
to punt or kick a FG that the actual distance that the ball 
must go for the kick to be good is 16 yards longer than your 
position on the field. You have to add 10 yards for the end 
zone and 6 yards for the snap. A. field goal attempt from the 
30 is actually a 46 yard attempt. 

I f you toJould 1 ike to see SUPER FOOTBALL STRATEGY crea ted 
and released then please write to me. I hope to include 36 
offensive plays and 18 defenses. I ,,,,ill not write the 
program unless there is a demand in advance. 't'he compilation 
of data and actual programming time of this game was over 6 
months. I hope that you enjoy it. 
Feel free to write to me at this address. 
t·1URDOCI< GAMES 
Rt. 9 BOX 36 Wilbanks Circle 


